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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume 02 – CROSSING THE BRIDGE The sign hung outside next to our double doors is crooked and dirty. Rub off the grime, and gold letters will say you found the Department of Health Services, Child and Family Division, Mountain Street Unit. Stop a random neighbor and ask for CPS, and they’ll point you to our door. “CPS” is not all that we are, though it’s what we do. The Child and Family Division has three main services, plus a bunch of two- and three person shops. Barb says these are mostly grant-funded projects designed to “check the boxes” for the State and Federal oversight committees who count our dimes and nickels. In their spare time, these faceless bureaucrats at the state capital and in Washington DC pull the wings off flies while they create unrealistic performance benchmarks to ensure we don’t get more money to help our kids. The sadistic kicker: if the federal money stopped rolling in for any reason, the people in these offices would have to find new jobs. CPD’s main three services begin with the front line, Child Protective Services. We’re the social workers and supporting staff who run towards the fire, so to speak, when we’re told a kid is in danger or is being abused. A large number of calls are false alarms: overprotective grandparents, new teachers, people down the hall tired of listening to people argue. Many times, sadly, we’re too late; we’ll get the call to see if the dead child on the coroner’s table was in our system. Sometimes they are, sometimes they aren’t. When they are, the CPS worker will be raked over the coals, both by the bosses and by the court of public opinion. The worker will respond the deceased was one of thirty or forty or fifty kids in their caseload, maybe more. Whatever the truth, it doesn’t breathe life into the corpse. The second service is Foster Care, the short- and long-term placements for children who cannot live with their legal guardians for some reason. People in the MSU service area line up to be foster parents. My positive side hopes they’re trying to help a kid during the worst time of their life. Realistically, it’s about the Benjamins. A foster child is worth as much as a thousand
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume dollars a month in government subsidies, and foster parents can have up to four to six foster kids at one time. One adult in the house must have a full-time job, but with our subsidies, the second adult acting as the full-time foster parent can easily bring home more money than the first adult. On Mountain Street, you can usually tell if someone is a foster parent by the number of big screen TVs in their apartment. The third and most depressing service is Juvenile Justice, usually a child’s last stop in our office. I’m told it’s common for a juvenile offender to spend years listening to (and ignoring) CPS and Foster Care workers, then end up with JJ workers before they age out of the system and start committing real felonies. That’s cynical, I know, but I got a taste of JJ reality after a few days on the job. One of Barb’s favorite clients was gunned down shortly after his appearance in Family Court. He was sticking up a liquor store, and the owner had a bigger gun. It was the first time I’d been to a morgue, and Barb’s client was the first dead body I’d ever seen. We’re all crammed together in the second and third floors of this old tenement, one of many shadowing Mountain Street, the main drag through our little urban paradise. The bottom floor houses a couple of local businesses who’ve resisted being bought out by the city for years. The second floor is our public area where we greet our clients (the Crib) and where we process their paperwork (Intake). My office is one of several small offices around Intake. The third floor are offices for the CPS, JJ, and Foster Care workers and supervisors. The senior managers hide from the public on the fourth floor. I avoid going up there as much as possible. Maybe the big kahunas trying to avoid the dirt and grime of the MSU. It’s everywhere, even in the bathrooms. The name of the face staring at me in the dirty and cracked mirror is Emma Parks, not Sarah Lawrence. The latter is Barb’s snide nickname for female newbies who grew up on the right side of the tracks, went to the best schools, had parents with gobs of money, and possessed the looks to turn heads. I’m not so sure on the last point, but I fit the rest to a tee. Daddy is a congressman (disgraced), I graduated from a boarding school and a private college, and I spent a lot of time partying across Europe on Daddy’s credit cards before
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume becoming a wage slave. When I had to get a real job, it was the latest in a series of many reality checks. My bachelor's degree took five years to finish (my sorority was party central), and it barely qualified me for a real job. It was a four-year degree, the minimum standard for a position with the government—the last place of reprobates and bad eggs, according to my grandfather the city cop. I’m the first to admit I’m useless for everything except being arm candy, the reason I went to college in the first place. Real Life had other plans, and I had to get job skills in a hurry, ones I hadn’t anticipated. Technology baffles me, for instance. Someone has to show me how to power up a computer or cell phone. My sisters call it a birth defect, our generation's lone natural-born Luddite. On the other hand, I don’t suck at being a CPS worker, and it’s as much a surprise to me as anyone. At no time in my first twenty-five years of life did I imagine working for Child Protective Services, but a job recruiter bold-faced lied to my face, and she persuaded me to take a job downtown in the battle zone known as the MSU. My first day, I was puked and bled on, and my fine pantsuit ensemble designed for the best first impression ended up in a medical waste bag. In exchange, I found a little boy. His mom was murdered in front of him, and he was hiding and comatose in the back of a closet, missed by other searchers. I helped get him to safety, and he’s thriving as well as can be expected. It was a life-changing experience because I made a difference in someone’s life. A big difference. I never seemed to matter before, not even to myself, and now I was in a place where my actions and words spoke volumes. A little boy and a couple of dead bodies. My first week was a roller coaster, and I’m going to stay as long as they let me. Devon doesn’t hurt.
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume He’s Barb’s son, a cop like his dad (Barb’s husband) and brother (lost in the line of duty), and he missed blowing my head off not long after we met. We got over it. If a near-impact of a large-caliber bullet isn’t the basis for a long-term relationship, I don’t know what is. The job’s not all rainbows and unicorns. Marsha Stanton is Barb’s boss, and she is not my fan (or Barb’s), and she’d be happier if I were at the WSU or out of the city. One or two other significant problems include the current occupant of the mayor’s office. No job is perfect. I’m staring into the mirror and realizing I will not be going to my apartment for clean clothes or sleep, which stings, considering I slept on the couch in the clothes I’m wearing. I won’t get a chance to update my cases in the system, either. This bothers me more than anything, even if my kids in my caseload are safe, as far as I know. Getting behind on paperwork is a CPS worker’s major administrative headache. Our wireless-enabled tablets go with us day and night, and if we have time to lean, we have to clean, as they say at McDonald’s. If a CPS worker tells you they’re caught up on case administrivia, they’re lying. My personal cell in my back pocket vibrates with a text, and I dread looking at it. It will be one of the Walshes, who occupy my everyday life. Will it be the mother the boss, or the son the lover? She’ll want to hit the road right the hell now. He’ll ask when I’m coming over to his apartment for wine and a fine Italian meal. His fettuccine goes straight to my hips, and fine gourmet that he is, he’ll help me work dinner off during “dessert.” The cell vibrates again, and I bite my lip as I pull it out. Grandmother Heston is asking about her birthday. Oh shit. It’s my mother, and this is the first time she’s reached out to me in months. On top of everything else, I’m the family disgrace. My mother and her mother (The Sainted Widow Heston) are no doubt horrified, and they won’t mention their descendant, the civil servant, to their tea-cozy party down at the riding club. They’ll say I’m in the Peace Corps or the French Foreign Legion and will be unreachable for the rest of my life.
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume The birthday thing changes everything. Grandmother Heston is both the matriarch and the real money of our little brood. Daddy’s built up quite the nest egg over the years from lawyering and multiple terms in Congress, but all the nice things in my sisters’ and my life came from Mommy’s trust funds. Boarding school, vacations, and college—all courtesy of Daddy marrying the right kind of woman. When Grandmother Heston asks a question, you answer. I delete the texts and stick the phone back in my pocket. I’ve got a job to do, and I don’t need their drama right now. Angela Adams and I run each other over at the bathroom door. When I grow up, I want to be her (and Barb, too). She’s all style and sharp intellect, and she makes you feel as if you’re her best friend. She goes home to a cop every night, too, not uncommon in CPS. You tend to marry people who share your life experiences, and cops understand us. We may clash from time to time, the cops, CPS, and the Juvie Justice workers, but at the end of the day, everyone understands that the kids come first. “Barb’s looking for you, honey.” Even her voice is musical. “Yeah, you heard?” “Lucky you.” The twinkle in her eye is as close to sarcasm as she gets. “You have a go bag?” “Not yet.” She and Barb keep a spare change of clothes at the office, and I should, too, but I’m penniless. My first payday isn’t until Friday, and moving and living here maxed out my credit cards. Devon helps with my precarious financial state when I let him, which is as few times as possible. Most of my meals for the last three weeks were Ramen-based (when I remembered to eat). As for the go bag, I’m not going to tell Angela or anyone I wash my work clothes in my shower. I can’t afford quarters for the washer and dryer in the basement. She goes to the sink and wets down a paper towel. “Hang on. You spilled coffee on your blouse.” As she rubs, she looks me in the eyes. “Going to the barbeque tonight?”
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume “No.” “Mayor’s mansion across the river. Command performance for the police brass and their families. I thought maybe Devon would make you his plus one.” Angela is Barb’s best friend, so it makes sense that she knows Devon is my boyfriend. Or is he? I try not to show the hurt. We’re not a public couple due to the complications with Barb being my boss and all. Not getting asked in the first place is starting to sting. Aside from his parents and some relatives at the restaurant, Devon hasn’t introduced me to friends or colleagues. Our nights together end with one of us going home before sunrise. At first it was funny and dirty and kinky and hot, but with Angela watching for my reaction, the humor is disappearing. Do I matter as much to him as he does to me? I try to pass it off as nothing. “Nope, last word was he’s making dinner for us.” Angela isn’t fooled by my bravado, and she lets it pass. “You better get out to the Crib. Barb’s chomping at the bit.” “Thanks.” I resist the urge to kiss her cheek, and toss my backpack onto my shoulder as I speed-walk out the door. It’s always on my back because it contains the essential tools: the wireless tablet, pad and paper, and various hardcopy forms CPS refuses to convert to the twenty-first century. When I get paid on Friday, I’m going to splurge and add crackers or something. When it hits the fan, meals are on the go. It hits the fan in CPS on the days ending in Y. The Crib is the front public area for the MSU, and it’s full of crying babies and mothers with nowhere else to go. Our intake staff processes their complaints and life stories, and CPS workers take them in back for interviews, if warranted. Many times they’re here to get out of the heat or the cold, and Jayce Long at the front desk hasn’t the heart to kick them out. This is her kingdom, and while our little punk rocker may talk a big game, she has a heart as big as Etta’s. She hides it under a vast array of tattoos and hair colors that are shades not found in nature.
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume Clipboard in one hand, a baby on her hip, and a crying mother in front of her, Jayce pops a gum bubble and gestures with her head that I should go out the front door. I wave back in thanks. She’s a friend. I navigate around a family coming in our double doors, led by a father this time (a male parental figure is a rare sight in these parts), and the humidity hits me full in the face. If I had to list a hundred places to live, this town would have been at number five hundred, given that it’s too hot in the summer and will be too cold in the winter. But no complaints. A job’s a job, and I can’t afford to be picky right now. Hell, I can’t afford anything. An old Ford POC pulls out of a reserved spot for workers and stops inches from my tennis shoes. Barb. “Get in, newbie! The Wusses ain’t gonna wait all day.” I’ve become an expert at entering and exiting vehicles driven by Barb: get in and out fast, and get your fingers and toes out of the door before it closes hard. She doesn’t disappoint, and we’re speeding out of the MSU courtyard before I’m buckled. Barb can’t be bothered with a seat belt—or speed limits or stop signals. She possesses a curious shield of invisibility when it comes to her driving. Cops wave as we drive by. If I go two miles over the limit, a SWAT team sets up roadblocks. It’s happened. I’ve learned to ignore the outside world when Barb drives and use the time to update my cases on my tablet. The Department Automated Child System (or DACS) is our computer application for tracking cases and kids, and it has modules for each division of our department. I’m getting fluent on the CPS module, and a couple of the specialized screens for Juvie Justice, Foster Care, and Out of State Placement. We need all of these tools in one place because our kids (and their relations) will touch more than one social support system before they age out and transition to the adult social support systems. My caseload and everyone’s caseload is the same: overloaded. There must be a mythical formula to determine the optimal number of kids to be supervised by a CPS worker. Whatever the magic number, double it for me, and triple it for Barb, Etta, Angela, and many
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume others. Too many kids, not enough hands. Barb said this is common in our business, as it is in teaching and nursing. That’s not a coincidence. All three career fields traditionally employ a majority of women over men, and all are underpaid, with a high burnout rate. Another common link: all are on the front line in helping troubled children. My tablet jumps in my hands as we roll through a deep hole in the road, and I look up to see we’re merging onto the bridge to the other side of town. This is my second trip across the river, and the transformation from urban decay to urban upward mobility is jarring. This is the environment I was raised in. In less than a month in the real world, I’ve learned to look at it with distaste and distrust. Here, the economy is recovering, and here is where most of the decisions are made to change the rest of the city. It’s also very white. In the ten minutes since we’ve crossed the bridge, I’ve counted two African Americans and no Hispanics among dozens of morning walkers, the opposite ratio of the MSU service area. A thought strikes me. “Why is the Castle on the other side of the river?” It’s the tall concrete edifice housing the city and health services administration offices and most of the police brass. You’d call it a castle if you saw it. Barb snorts. “It’s one of those old WPA projects from the thirties. It used to be the good part of town, and this was all swamp. Times change.” They do indeed. “Where’s the WSU?” “Eagle Heights to the south. This is your first time, huh?” “Yes.” “Get ready to see how the one percent lives.” Barb has a wry sense of humor, because she knows my social background is the one percent, yet I seem to have given it all up to be a CPS worker. We’re all odd ducks to begin with, but in her eyes, I must be the oddest duck of all. We leave the center of town and enter a good neighborhood. Playgrounds, working stoplights, manicured lawns, and green trees. A place you want to raise your kids. “Strange place for a CPS unit.”
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume “Politics.” “Excuse me?” Barb speaks in a monotone, another signal of her mood. She’s not happy with the situation and is powerless to change it. “People are the same, no matter how rich they are. Neighbors spy on each other all the time, and they call the hotline. Takes over an hour to cross the river when traffic is bad. Our city fathers are convinced delicate mothers shouldn’t put themselves at risk by coming to the MSU or another downtown unit. They might get too much reality all at once. They might even get dirty.” Barb cuts off my response by pulling into a parking lot in front of a brown two-story office building. The lone proof we’re entering a government facility is the road sign at the parkway entrance hidden behind trees and bushes. CPS is listed at the bottom. She reads my mind. “Private businesses on the first floor. We have all of the second floor. Come on.” My jaw goes slack when we open the front door. In my short time in CPS, I’ve seen a dozen municipal offices ranging from the MSU to Family Court to the city morgue. They share the common “lowest bidder” look of threadbare carpeting of unknown color, steel-grey desks from the Cold War era, flickering fluorescent lights set in stained white ceiling panels, and the old-man smell permeates everything. If I had to pick a word, it would be “tired.” These places get in your blood, become part of your identity, and you feel old when you get to work in the morning. The days are a blur. Three weeks on the job, I’ve learned to keep my tablet on with my caseload summarized on the front screen. Walking into the Washington Street Unit is like traveling from night to day in a second. There is no Crib in the WSU. We enter a waiting room that would have doubled as one for a Bel Air plastic surgeon, with the bright paintings on the wall, comfortable furniture with footstools, a children’s play area behind a glass door, plush carpet with nary a mark, and lighting from skylights above.
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume As I pause to take in the sights, it dawns on me the missing key element: noise. No screaming babies, no adults demanding attention, no slamming doors, no smell of urine or dirty diapers lingering in the air. Lord, how can anyone work in such a place? Barb eyes me, grinning, with an eyebrow cocked. “Something the matter, Sarah Lawrence?” “Why is it so quiet?” I whisper. She shrugs, tilting her head at the empty receptionist's desk. “This is a normal day. The foster families in this area have direct deposit for their subsidy checks, and no one shows up in person to report abuse. People either call or email the mayor.” “You’re kidding.” She shakes her head as she heads to the back door. The WSU Intake has three long tables, not the thirteen in the large room outside my office, and a coffee machine sits by a water cooler. The geezer armed with a rubber gun and falling asleep in the corner is missing. Weird. We turn a corner and head down a corridor with doors on both sides, the small offices for the local workers. Most are dark. Two have occupants, and they’re focused on their desktop screens with the usual CPS look of concentration mixed with exasperation and panic. No one has to explain to me what they’re doing. I’ve seen their expressions at the MSU many times. We get to the end of the hall and stop in front of two doors for the site managers. The one on the right is dark, and there is a blonde typing away in the one on the left. I blink when I realize we met on my first day, and neither of us had the best first impression. “Price,” Barb says as she taps the doorframe. She stops typing and turns to look at us, and I take a step back. When we spoke back on day one, Susie Price was gorgeous, smart, and a fashion plate. Barb once said she was “the
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume face” on a CPS recruitment brochure. Now she is a hollow shell: her sweats haven’t been washed in days, and her makeup can’t hide the dark rings under her eyes. She has to blink five or six times before she can put a name to the face in front of her. “Hey, Barb.” She looks at me. “Have we met?” “Emma Parks.” The name does nothing to inspire her memory. “Pleasure.” She looks at Barb. “You’re augmenting us?” Barb nodded. “The two of us. Where’s Maggie?” “Sick. Most of us are sick. The flu hit us bad. It’s intestinal and nasty. Three of the seven CPS workers made it in.” “Juvies and Foster Care?” She shakes her head. “Only CPS.” She points at a piece of paper on the corner of her desk. “Here’s the list of active employees and everyone who’s on sick leave.” Barb steps out of the doorway and points down the hall. “You’re done. Leave.” Susie tries to put up a fight. “Barb, I got to walk you through the files and active placements.” “No, you don’t. We’ll manage. Emma and I will tread water until this place is staffed again. Go.” Barb hasn’t dropped her hand. Susie caves in. “You got my cell…” “Turn it off and go. Now.” She wants to push back, because social workers push back: it’s in our blood to be agents for positive change and control. Her body betrays her will, and she sags in place. After a deep breath, she gathers her gear and walks between us then whirls on Barb when my boss plucks her tablet from her folded arms. “Hey!” Barb holds it with an iron grip. “No work. Sleep. Fluids. Good-bye.”
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume Susie has the strength to glare at the older woman for a few seconds. She walks down the hall using the wall as a support, and the door at the distant end clicks shut behind her. Barb takes her chair and settles in with a slow release of peppermint-scented breath. She studies the WSU employee list. “Okay, I’m going to dig into their active cases and look for trouble. If something can be put off until the Wusses are back on their feet, we’ll put it off. If we can’t, you’ll be my boots on the ground. Plan to be living out of the Caddy for the rest of the week.” She picks up on the dumb look on my face. “The WSU gets first crack at new CPS cars off the lot. The white one in front has a GPS. Learn to use it, Sarah Lawrence.” My technological ineptitude is legendary throughout the MSU. “You’ll be texting me.” “And dropping cases into your queue.” She stops and considers her words. “Emma, you’re going out alone, and I’m ninety percent sure you’ll have no problems. This is WSU, where the biggest headaches are the nurses at the local prep schools speed-dialing the hotline and reporting kids with hickies. On the other hand, you know when the shit is about to hit the fan. If you find yourself in trouble, get out and call 9-1-1.” “Over the top, boss.” “Wasn’t taking a poll, Sarah Lawrence. Do it,” she says as she contemplates the list. “Change of subject. You got Randall’s number on speed dial?” Randall Sanders is our unit’s IT guy. “Yeah.” She hands me the paper. “Have him revoke system access to everyone on sick leave. No one works from home. They get their access back when they show up in person with a doctor’s note.” “They’ll be pissed.” “I don’t care.”
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume I scan the list for recognizable names. Susie is the assistant site manager, and the Maggie they were discussing is the site manager. Most of the people have “flu” written beside their name. “You can do that, huh? Revoke employee access?” “Sarah Lawrence, you’re talking to the acting WSU site manager, so yeah, I can do that.” “Including Maggie and Susie?” “Damn straight.” “Now?” She points a thumb at the site manager’s office. “Her office is open. By the time you’re done making the call, I’ll find you some honest work.” The next in a series of culture shocks was Maggie’s office. Marsha called me on the carpet in her office many times, and stepping through her door is like walking into a curio shop with a heavy scent of potpourri. Her shelves are covered with antique bowls, and each is filled with the perfumed leaves. She doesn’t want to smell where she works. Her desk is pristine aside from a single manila folder with her meeting schedule and current projects list, a phone, and a desktop computer. Maggie’s office is the polar opposite. Every flat space has stacks of files: the floor, bookshelves, chairs, tables, and desks. The one chair without files is the one behind the long table doubling as a desk. I slide files to the side in the center of the table, the lone bare space, and make myself at home. My tablet is pinging as I speed-dial Randall, and I sigh at the noise. DACS is saying Barb’s dropping work on me. He picks up on the second ring. “Hey, Emma. Just got Barb’s email.” “Yeah, you ready for the names?” “Might be quicker if you tell me the Wusses who showed up for work.” “No kidding.”
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume “Okay, who are they?” It takes us a couple of minutes to get the right names in the system. When he’s done, he lets out a slow whistle. “First time for everything, shut down an entire unit. They are going to be pissed. Glad Barb said for them to call her and not us.” “If they can’t reach her, have them call me.” “You sure?” No, I want to say. “Yeah.” “No worries. We’ve learned how to deal with CPS workers. Stop by sometime, and I’ll share some secrets with you.” I cover the phone before I groan. Randall’s not a bad guy. He’s kind of creepy in a way most IT guys seem to be. “Another time, Randall. Gotta roll.” “Understood. Keep your head down.” He sounds sincere and hangs up before I can respond. My tablet pings again, and I grit my teeth as I open the cover and scan the new entries. My muscles unclench as I see my favorite acronym, FHW. Health-and-Welfare checks on foster families are the easiest of visits, and they’re the easiest to postpone, speaking as the bureaucrat I’ve become. Foster families are rarely a danger to kids for many reasons, not the least being no foster parent wants to endanger their subsidy checks. They get hundreds of dollars every month to take in troubled kids. For me, today will involve knocking on doors and making sure the kids are safe. I’ll spend ten minutes at each stop, assuming everything is okay. It will take longer to read each case and update it than it does to talk to the participants, if they’re home in the first place. Not trusting my GPS skills, I log onto Maggie’s desktop computer and take the time to print out and mark down my stops in her service region. Satisfied I won’t get lost, I wave at Barb as I trot down the hall. She’s got her cell to her ear, maybe a Wuss complaining about their system revocation, and she waves me into the office, cutting the call short without a good-bye. “You got the cases?”
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Saturday’s Child by JT Hume “Health-and-Welfare all day. Pretty slack. Thanks.” “Needs to be done, and they’ll get you familiar with the service area. Don’t bother coming back unless I call you. Take the Caddy home.” I laugh. “Nothing will be left except the chassis and the roof.” “Okay, leave it in the MSU parking lot. Either way, it’s your car this week.” “Will do.” Barb pauses before she asks, “Will you be there tonight?” It takes me a couple of seconds to make the connection. She’s asking without asking if her son and I are going to the mayor’s barbeque. I shake my head. “Other plans.” She crosses her arms and stares at me while tapping her lips with a forefinger. “My idiot son didn’t ask, did he?” “Barb…” She cuts me off by turning back to her tablet. “Keys are in the desk up front. Hit the road.” The keys to the Caddy are in the receptionist’s top drawer, and I skip down the stairs and head out the door. The car is parked in a reserved spot, and I settle in the leather driver’s seat. Which is bigger, I wonder: the price tag on this puppy or my annual salary? At the thought of money, my stomach rumbles, a reminder of a small breakfast far in the past (coffee), and the reality of no lunch ahead. I start the engine, and it purrs as I navigate past our parked Ford POC and out onto the city street.
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